Meet Molly Mabray, a curious and resourceful Alaska Native girl! Molly helps her parents run the Denali Trading Post in the fictional village of Qyah, Alaska. Join Molly, her dog Suki and her friends Tooey and Trini on their daily adventures, from fishing to building snow forts. Each episode helps children learn how to use informational texts to solve problems.

Imaginations run wild as Arthur and his friends solve childhood crises like homework, teacher relationships, losing baby teeth and bullies—all done with kindness, honesty, determination and a lot of humor!

Elinor Wonders Why encourages children to follow their curiosity, ask questions when they don't understand and find answers using science inquiry skills. The main character, Elinor, the most observant and curious bunny rabbit in Animal Town, will introduce children to science, nature and community through adventures with her friends.

Welcome to WordWorld, where words come alive and save the day! Join Duck and his WordFriends on comedic adventures, facing challenges that can only be solved by building the right word—letter by letter and sound by sound.

Follow the animated adventures of playful marsupial siblings Malik, Zadie, and Zeke who live with their grandmother, named Super, in the Treeborhood—a fantastical treehouse apartment complex that's home to a diverse community of animal neighbors. The trio use computational thinking, along with their creativity and collaborative spirit, to solve the challenges they encounter and win the day!

Welcome to WordWorld, where words come alive and save the day! Join Duck and his WordFriends on comedic adventures, facing challenges that can only be solved by building the right word—letter by letter and sound by sound.

Ages: 3–6 | 40x30’ HD
Follow the animated adventures of playful marsupial siblings Malik, Zadie, and Zeke who live with their grandmother, named Super, in the Treeborhood—a fantastical treehouse apartment complex that’s home to a diverse community of animal neighbors. The trio use computational thinking, along with their creativity and collaborative spirit, to solve the challenges they encounter and win the day!

Welcome to WordWorld, where words come alive and save the day! Join Duck and his WordFriends on comedic adventures, facing challenges that can only be solved by building the right word—letter by letter and sound by sound.

Ages: 6–11 | 26x23’ HD
Joe, Sam and Fred teleport back in time for incredible adventures with historical legends like Blackbeard the pirate, Amelia Earhart and Leonardo da Vinci.
Pinkalicious is a one-of-a-kind, pinkatastic girl who is an artist at heart! This animated series follows Pinkalicious Pinkerton and her brother Peter as they explore Pinkville and imagine creative possibilities everywhere they look. Based on the bestselling books by Victoria Kann, *Pinkalicious & Peterrific* introduces children to music, dance, theater and visual arts.

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood

Ages: 2–5 | 100x29’
For more than 30 years, Mister Rogers created a relationship with millions of children—each of whom felt like they were visiting a trusted friend. Filled with real-life guests, interesting field trips and charming make-believe segments, each episode of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood encourages children to explore the world around them and discover something new!

Nature Cat

Ages: 3–7 | 20x30’ + 2x55’ Specials HD
Fred is a house cat who dreams of exploring the outdoors. When his family leaves for the day, he transforms into Nature Cat, “backyard explorer extraordinaire!” There’s just one problem: he’s still a house cat with no instincts for nature!

Peep & the Big Wide World

Ages: 3–5
120x10’ (delivered as 60x22’)
Peep just hatched! Now he’s out to explore the world with his friends Chirp and Quack—to discover shadows, investigate mysterious tracks and learn about gravity the hard way!